
[10 min]OBJECT LESSON
Going for Distance

Supplies
“Gentle Glider” handout (1 for every 2 kids) (download here)
8½x11-inch paper
pencils or pens
painter’s tape

Easy Prep
Starting at a wall at one end of your room, tape lines on the floor marking every 5 feet to the other side of the room.

Tip
It’s important that kids follow the handout instructions precisely so the results of the experiments are the same for
everyone. If kids fold paper airplanes differently, it could throw off the end results and the connection to the point.

 
Make Paper Airplanes
            Have small-group leaders give each child a piece of paper, and have kids form pairs. Have small-group
leaders give each pair a copy of the “Gentle Glider” handout and a pencil.
            Say: You’re all going to make the same kind of paper airplane and then do some experimenting
to see which throwing technique makes your plane fly the farthest. I’ve taped lines on the floor to show
every 5 feet so you can keep track of how far your plane flies each time you throw.

Have pairs follow the folding instructions on the “Gentle Glider” handout and write their initials or draw a very simple
design on their planes so they can keep track of them.
After pairs have folded and marked their planes, have kids line up along one wall of the room so they’re all throwing in
the same direction.

 
Fly Paper Airplanes
            Say: Throw your plane in different ways, such as throwing it really hard with all your strength
and throwing it more gently. You can also try tipping the nose of the plane at different angles. Keep
track of how far your plane goes, and you’ll figure out the throwing technique that makes your plane fly
the farthest. Allow kids to throw their planes and experiment for a few minutes.
 
Talk About It
            Say: You’ve all spent some time being paper airplane pilots, so let’s talk about what you’ve
discovered.
            Ask: • What did and didn’t work in getting your planes to fly far?
            Say: Throwing roughly made these planes nose-dive to the ground pretty fast, but when you
threw more gently they could fly farther. Doing things gently brought out the best results for your
plane. Gentleness can bring the best results in a lot of areas of our lives—especially in how we treat
others.
            Have small groups discuss these questions.
            Ask: • What might be the results of treating someone roughly, either physically or with words and
actions?
             • What might be the results of treating someone with gentleness?
            Say: Gentleness is a fruit of the Spirit that can help our relationships. When we treat people
roughly, relationships can nose-dive like the planes and even end in a lot of hurt. When we treat people
with gentleness, relationships can last for years and years and bring us joy!
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